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Artful Curation - Terms of Engagement 
 
 
Our Service 
Through our highly customised experience, we emotively, intuitively, and evocatively connect art and objects with 
our clients. This includes artwork sourcing and procurement, art curation, delivery, framing, hanging and 
installation, documentation and digital cataloguing and the long-term organic development of your collection. 
 
Our projects are delivered with care and attention to detail, ensuring that we provide an art experience that you 
have enjoyed and an art collection that you love.  We envisage a journey with you that is filled with laughter, 
learning and shared experiences while consistently delivering beyond expectation. 
 
At Artful Curation we collaborate with professionals to ensure quality workmanship, confidentiality, and delivery 
to an agreed project timeline. We offer a flexible cost structure depending on your requirements and objectives. 
Budgets are adhered to with an emphasis on quality and value whilst dealing with original art. We offer seamless 
integration with your architect, interior designer, and your landscape architect. 
 
Most of the artworks presented to our clients are created by gallery represented artists. This means that Artful 
Curation's commission margin varies between 1.8% - 20%, with most works sitting around the 10% mark. We aim 
to be transparent about how we make our margin as it forms the trust on which we base our relationships.  
 
 
Additional services we offer will be charged for on the following basis: 

Artwork collection planning, artwork sourcing, curation, 
procurement and projection management 

Costs are included in our margin from the 
Gallery commissions 

Hanging & Installation 
[please note this includes professional artwork hangers/installers 
plus the hardware for hanging/installing] 

$250/hour  
$1800/day 

Advice and procurement for  plinths, installation pads and 
lighting 

$250/hour, may vary depending on needs 

Delivery 
Inner Auckland 
Outer Auckland 

 
Will be quoted 
Will be quoted 

At the end of the project, you will receive documentation about 
your art collection, artist profiles and artwork valuations. 

Costs are included in our margin from the 
Gallery commissions 

Digital Cataloguing, website design/cataloguing beyond the 
above [site specific options, QR Codes for artworks, etc] 

$150/hour 

 
Special Notes: 
Artwork ownership only transfers to the new owner when full payment has been received by Artful Curation or 
the respective Gallery. 
When artworks are residing on “Appro”, responsibility for the artworks and full insurance cover for the artwork 
sits with the homeowners where the artworks will be residing. The goods must stay at the property and must not 
be moved without specific discussion with Artful Curation. Acceptance of the goods on Appro means full 
acceptance of responsibility/insurance for the works. 
 
 
We value your business and the trust you place in us to deliver artworks you love for your homes or business. We 
will do our best to keep our pricing relevant and in line with the number of artworks you purchase. However, 
please note we do struggle to discount the prices of artworks as this directly affects our artists income. 
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